
 

Top Insights from the Past 5 Years of Flourish & Thrive 
 

THRIVE BY DESIGN WITH TRACY MATTHEWS 
Sometimes one of the biggest lessons that I’ve learned over the past five years is it doesn’t have to 

be perfect. You just have to get it out there and you can refine as you go. 
 

You’re listening to Thrive-By-Design business marketing and lifestyle strategies for your 
jewelry brand to flourish and thrive. Let’s get started.  
 
Tracy: I can’t wait to share the story of how this all came about. Before I dive right into 

that or before Robin and I dive in, I would love to take a word from our sponsor. 

The sponsor for today’s podcast is Halstead. There are 1,000 reasons why we 
love the Halstead company, because they really are a family owned business, a 
family driven company with family values, and they’re really committed to 
supporting jewelry designers and makers who are really trying to grow their 
businesses. They do that in a lot of ways. We have a special discount for 
Thrive-By-Design listeners, which I’m going to mention momentarily. They also 
have this amazing grant that I mentioned over on Episode #94. I had Hillary 
Halstead Scott on the show.  

It’s just a great opportunity for you to apply for this grant, leverage it for PR 
purposes or whatever and win awards at the same time, but to be able to apply 
for a grant where you can actually invest money into your business to build out 
your collection or invest in more marketing opportunities. It’s just a great 
opportunity. I highly encourage you to check that out. You can head on over to 
www.flourishthriveacademy.com/halsteadgrant to apply for the grant. I think 
the deadline is August 1st. You still have a little bit of time, but get on it now 
because we’re already in July. They also want to give you $10 off your order 
$100 or more. It’s your first order of $100 or more. You can use the discount 
code FTA2017 in order to grab that $10 off your first $100 order.  

Back to the episode. Let’s talk about how the idea for Flourish and Thrive 
actually became a reality. Welcome to the Thrive-By-Design Podcast, Episode 
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#100. Oh my gosh, I cannot believe that we are at Episode 100, which is just a 
huge celebration on so many levels. When we started this podcast in November 
of 2015 I’d always thought about what it would be like to hit Episode #100 and 
here we are. There’s some really cool things about why this episode is really 
special and important to me today.  

I don’t know if I introduced myself yet. I might as well do that now. I’m Tracy 
Matthews, the Chief Visionary Officer over at Flourish and Thrive Academy, and 
the host of the Thrive-By-Design Podcast. I’m here with my Cofounder Robin 
Kramer today. [3:00] 

Robin: Hey, hey everyone, hey Tracy.  

Tracy: Robin, thanks for joining me today. Robin is actually sitting in my recording 
studio, which is the living room of my apartment. She is in New York City. We 
are about to do a photo shoot. It’s right before my birthday, as we’re recording 
this, right before Robin’s birthday. We always like to say it’s birthday month.  

Robin: Three months really. 

Tracy: Birthday six weeks or something like that for Flourish and Thrive. It starts with 
my birthday, goes to Robin’s birthday and then we have Flourish and Thrive’s 
birthday, which is actually tomorrow, the day after this episode airs. July 5th is 
our 5th birthday. It’s five and five, which is really cool.  

Robin: Five and five, holy cow Tracy, I cannot believe it. It’s crazy. 

Tracy: It’s so crazy. So crazy that we’re here. We thought, Robin what do you think 
about this, that today would be a fun episode to just kind of talk about the 
journey of Flourish and Thrive, some of our top insights over the past five years, 
and some of the lessons that we’ve learned from growing a business together. 
Also watching you guys grow and Flourish and Thrive. The company has 
evolved so much from where we started, first and foremost, but also the 
community has grown and changed in the way that you guys are working 
together and really helping contribute to this experience that we call Flourish 
and Thrive Academy, has just been incredible. 

It’s going to be a really fun episode, but I might also cry, which is not unusual. I 
think I cried in many episodes before this, or at least on the Facebook Lives. I 
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feel like I cry a lot in those.  

Robin: It’s just emotional. There’s a lot of love. 

Tracy: It’s very emotional. Top insights, let’s do it. Robin, do you have anything to say 
before we dive in, because I feel like I’m dominating the conversation right now, 
which is not unusual. 

Robin: It’s definitely been an incredible journey. You know what I love Tracy, just 
hearing you talk through this, I realize it’s so global now. The scope of our 
designers are expansive. We have designers who are just starting out. We have 
designers who have been in business 30 years, which is just so cool and they’re 
all coming together in a community. It’s really amazing.  

Tracy: Yeah that’s really awesome. I love watching the way things evolve. For those of 
you who don’t know how Flourish and Thrive started, Robin and I are going to 
share the story about how it came about. I had this idea. My first business failed. 
It was the end of 2009, I was starting over. I was thinking about ditching the 
jewelry industry for good. So, in 2010 I started the year fresh. I had a little bit of 
money saved from winding down my business and teaching yoga and stuff like 
that, and decided to start a new jewelry business about six months later.  

I took a break from the jewelry industry for a little bit. I was teaching yoga full 
time for a yoga teacher. [6:00] I think I was teaching about 15 classes a week, 
which is a lot, and started this business. Within 18 months my customer jewelry 
business had turned into something that was doing one project a month to the 
tune of $2,000 in revenue to 15 projects plus a consulting gig, plus a freelance 
gig that helped me get to this point where I’ve really ramped it up and built up 
to one of the most profitable months I’d ever had in business, up until this point. 
That was in the Spring of 2012, and I ended up booking about $30,000 in profit.  

You guys have heard me talk about this before, because it is part of my story and 
my journey, and how Flourish and Thrive evolved. Over the years, in my 
previous business I had been somewhat of a well-known designer. I wasn’t 
super famous or anything, but I felt like I had a pretty global reach. I don’t know, 
you saw me from the outside. 

Robin: I did, and I also saw you were in stores like ABC and Twist and the Clay Pot. You 
had a following too.  
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Tracy: I had a following and designers had been following me for a long time too. So, it 

was interesting that occasionally when I had Tracy Matthews Designs we’d get 
emails into the customer service desk saying, Hey, can I meet you for coffee and 
pick your brain, but my salesperson or customer service was always handling 
those calls. I didn’t actually see them that often with a very rare occasion. When 
I started handling all of my own stuff, when I started over my operation was 
much smaller, I was handling everything again. 

I would get these email inquiries from designers saying, Hey, I followed you for 
a long time. A really funny story, one of the designers who ended up joining our 
mastermind years later, Christine (7.43 unclear) had magazine clippings of 
when I was in Lucky Magazine, probably in 2008. I think it was the year 2008. I 
had this really great spread in Lucky Magazine. She showed it to me years later 
when she was cleaning out folders. It’s crazy how people find out about you. 
These designers were reaching out, asking for consulting.  

I would come up with a consulting package, give them my price. I knew at this 
time my time was valuable. I had a lot to offer. I had a lot of experience, and I 
also had a lot of understanding of how to prevent business failure because I had 
had such a huge business failure. It wasn’t until the last couple of years in my 
business that I understood where and how I went wrong and why my business 
was not recoverable at that point. I felt like I had a lot of value to add. I felt like I 
had a lot to offer these designers, but I’d say, we have to probably work for six 
months together. My consulting package is $1,000 a month or whatever it was 
at that time, which still was underpriced for what they were actually getting 
from me because it was a lot of high touch. 

They would have to pass because their business wasn’t at a level where they 
could invest that much. They really needed the help and that was the thing. It 
was sort of this double edged sword where people wanted and needed the 
[9:00] information and wanted the support, but the investment, unless they had 
a husband who was paying the bills, wasn’t coming from their business at that 
point because they weren’t in a place where they were making a ton of sales.  

I had been involved in some online communities and courses and seen how 
some of these entrepreneurs were taking what they knew best and turning it 
into an online platform to scale what they know and teach other people how to 
do what they did. I know that sounds vague. It was sort of like this new idea. The 
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world was really transitioning into online. At that time, consulting was really 
done one-on-one or individual-to-individual. It was not something that was 
scaled, like we do here at Flourish and Thrive Academy. It was an interesting 
transition.  

As you guys know, if you’ve ever been in the jewelry industry for while, the 
jewelry industry is very slow moving. They don’t like change. They don’t like 
disrupters like Robin and I. It’s been an uphill battle trying to connect with 
people who believed in us and understood what we were actually doing. I had 
this idea and I had this passion. Even deeper beyond that, had this passion to 
truly help at a fundamental level, but also value myself. So, I knew I had to get 
paid for my time in order to do this. Robin was in New York. Do you want to tell 
the story about how we were in New York and we met for coffee and then went 
for jazz later. Did it start at jazz? 

Robin: I think it started at jazz. We discussed it a little bit at jazz. Tracy and I have 
known each other since 2006. We met at an Ian Kay Accessory Circuit show. We 
have a trade show past. We were trade show carnies together. We liked each 
other. We stayed friends. Even when I didn’t see Tracy at a show, I would get 
together with her in New York. I was in town and she— 

Tracy: Maybe for New York now or was it the New York gift show at the time? 

Robin: Yeah it was a gift show. It was definitely a gift show I was here for. So Tracy, my 
cousin is a jazz pianist, and I was come (Crosstalk). 

Tracy: I’m like alright.  

Robin: So (11.06 unclear). 

Tracy: Where were we, do you remember? 

Robin: The Vanguard, yeah. We went to the Vanguard and we’re talking through jazz 
and she’s telling me we need to meet tomorrow. We need to meet tomorrow 
because I have this idea. We met for coffee the next day, and when she told me, 
she didn’t even have to get halfway through her explanation, I said I’m in. 
Whatever, I want to be a part of this because I was also consulting. It was 
actually in 2012, because I had left Dogeared in 2010 and I was consulting. 
That’s what I was doing. I was finding the same thing is that a lot of the 
designers who needed my help really couldn’t afford it. I loved what Tracy was 
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talking about. 

Tracy: I hate to use the word couldn’t afford, but it was more like they didn’t 
understand the value of the investment. We had to reframe that. In the 
beginning it was a huge uphill battle for both of us to explain what we were 
doing  and why this investment, why a financial [12:00] investment in your 
business can actually be a huge game changer, by understanding and learning 
what it is that you know in order to take the right next steps. That was 
something that I didn’t know. I’m very driven. I’m very passionate about the 
ventures that I go into. I have tons of ideas. There’s no loss there. 

What I wasn’t always certain about, and I’m still not certain about and that’s 
why I continue to hire consultants and coaches and I’m part of masterminds on 
purpose, is because I understand that—I see how valuable outside feedback, 
outside opinions, other people’s opinions, different perspectives can be on 
growing a business very quickly. That has certainly been my experience in not 
only launching Flourish and Thrive, but asking Robin to cofound the company 
with me, but also seeing how even from where we started in the beginning, how 
getting that kind of support maybe two years in became a huge game changer 
for the last three years of Flourish and Thrive Academy, wouldn’t you say 
Robin? 

Robin: Absolutely. It’s almost like you can’t not afford it. It’s really in your best interest 
of your business to invest in yourselves and in your business.  

Tracy: When I decided that I wanted to do this and I asked Robin to come join me and 
help me cofound a company, I told her it’s going to be an uphill battle. We didn’t 
really know what we were doing. Neither of us had developed, I’m going to use 
this marketer term, information of products before literally teaching courses. 
Neither of us are technically teachers, but we do like to add value to people’s 
lives. I guess we’re technically teachers in a way, we both taught yoga. I taught 
group classes for many years. I guess that laid some sort of teaching foundation 
of how to structure things and get people through the flow of training. 

Robin: In a period of time. 

Tracy: Yeah, in a period of time. It was really foreign to me. So, I knew I needed to bring 
people on and figure out how to do this, but in the beginning it was just the two 
of us. Robin and I were developing all of the courses. I asked a couple of friends 
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who were coaches if they knew people who could help us create a video or 
slides. Honestly, I didn’t even know how to use PowerPoint or Keynote at that 
time. I had never done a PowerPoint or a Keynote presentation ever until 
maybe four years ago. We used to outsource all that stuff.  

It’s been a really interesting learning experience for me and a crazy journey. My 
first idea actually for courses was our Multiply Your Profits course, which is sort 
of the second phase courses that we have here at Flourish and Thrive. I’m so 
passionate about Multiply Your Profits because it’s really our course about the 
business side of the jewelry business, and it’s something that most designers do 
not have because we are creative beings. Most of us don’t have, I’m not saying 
all of us because I do know some jewelry makers and designers who have both 
the creative and analytical side. I can say that’s super rare. You can be business 
minded and want to grow your business, but typically both of those [15:00] 
things don’t necessarily come hand in hand.  

People like me, just say that, I feel like there’s a lot of people who maybe are in 
certain respects like me or not or maybe not. I don’t know. Struggle a little bit 
more with analytical side because we’re more creative idea people. We’re 
visionaries, most of us. Not as much into analyzing numbers, even though I like 
that stuff, it’s not something that—I’m a skimmer. It’s not something I like to go 
into super crazy detail. 

Multiply your profits I felt like was this course that was this huge missing 
opportunity in the jewelry community because a lot of people didn’t understand 
how to think of themselves as what we call the Chief Visionary Officer, but what 
other people call is the CEO of their company. We approach our business like 
technicians or people who have a craft and want to start a business based on 
something that we’re good at. If we really want to grow, we have to think about 
our businesses a little bit more strategically and step into that role of what is the 
next step.  

That course really covered stepping into the role of being the Chief Visionary 
Officer for your business. Moving from doing everything yourself to outsourcing 
things like production, hiring a team, getting financial advice and really 
handling your financials. I realized as we were starting to put it together and 
started to map out the flow of things, I’m like, well they need a marketing piece 
too. So we were going to make this one huge course, but I’m like there’s no way. 
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This is going to be so overwhelming.  

We ditched Multiply Your Profits for a little bit and ended up launching our 
signature course called Laying the Foundation, which is our most popular 
course to this day. It really transforms the businesses and the lives of so many 
jewelry designers, and it’s really about the foundational aspects of building a 
brand and creating a strong marketing and sales platform for your business so 
that you can continue to grow, which is pretty cool. 

So, when we started Robin, I don’t know if you remember this. I’m like, we need 
to build an email list because if we’re going to launch a company, we need to 
make sure that people actually want to buy this stuff. We had no idea. So, we 
launched a super janky website. I had a virtual assistant at the time named 
Peter, who ended up working for me on and off for five or six years, Peter 
slapped up a simple WordPress site. He’s not a web designer, so he did the best 
that he could. He understood some tech stuff. I started connecting with 
designers. I said, I have this survey. If you fill out this survey, you can win a free 
coaching session with me or Robin, and then I would send them to another lead 
magnet. It was like, I have this 8 Sales and Marketing Tools to Grow Your 
Business Online. We built our list over maybe a one month period to 300 people. 
Most of the people on that email were people that we knew.  

Robin: We were telling people to spread the news.  

Tracy: Yeah, people that we knew in one way or another, and we’d ask our friends, who 
we’d actually worked with or consulted with or people who had actually 
worked one-on-one with us to provide some testimonials and case studies 
[18:00] about what it was like to work with us. We decided to do a beta launch 
of Laying the Foundation before the course was even developed to see if there 
was interest. We sold it at that time for $345 for a 4 week course. We got 18 
people to sign up in the pre-sale. We launched it in September, ended up having 
a total of 50 people. We had raised the price by that point to $495, and we 
launched Laying the Foundation for the first time at the price point of $495, 
back in 2012. 

People were super stoked at the results, but they did say one thing. That the 
course wasn’t long enough because they felt like they couldn’t catch up because 
it was originally a 4 week course. 
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Robin: We had put so much information in a four week time period and didn’t give 

people an opportunity to catch up. We wanted it to be jammed packed and it 
was. So, we’ve changed that. 

Tracy: So the next time we ended up launching it we had implementation weeks 
completed, and that was probably our really first full launch of Laying the 
Foundation, which was January 2013. We had some superstars who came out of 
that course. I think Melissa (19.11 unclear) who is now an Instagram guru, on 
top of having this really crazy lifestyle brand. So many other amazing designers 
came out of that course.  

Robin: Yeah, Colleen Mauer, who was doing mostly retail shows and she really wanted 
to transition to wholesale. She now has a really thriving wholesales business 
and she has a studio space that’s open to the public. I mean it’s just amazing. 

Tracy: Her business probably doubled or even close to tripled since we started 
working. She put in all of her hard work, but it’s been amazing to watch her 
grow because she was one of the first. Christine (19.52 unclear), which I 
mentioned. She was the one who ended up joining our mastermind. She actually 
had clippings of my jewelry of designers that she admired in this press folder, 
which was pretty cool. I could list a million, but I wanted to make sure that we 
kind of cover some of the fun things or else we’re going to be talking forever in 
this episode.  

There are many times in this course—After we launched Laying the Foundation, 
in 2013 we launched Multiply Your Profits for the first time. The end 2014 we 
launched Mastering Wholesale for the first time. Since then we’ve had several 
courses that we filled in including the Supercharge Your Sales Course. We 
launched the Dream Client way back in the beginning, Dream Client Intensive. 
We realized that one of the most amazing parts of what we had created here at 
Flourish and Thrive was really the community.  

So we developed a mastermind program, which is our highest level program. 
We realized one of the things that was missing was an attainable, lower level, I 
don’t want to say lower level, attainable price point, ongoing support. That was 
the evolution of how the Diamond Insiders came about. 

Robin: Yeah, and it’s something that we realized [21:00] that even if you have a group 
without the support, you’re not going to keep the motivation and accountability. 
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We really believe in learning and educating and we wanted to continue to bring 
that.  

Tracy: It was interesting because we had to make this evolution from creating this free 
graduate group, which we still have this closed to our original members, into 
this new  model of creating this community on an ongoing basis, if they really 
wanted that detailed feedback to come into this membership platform that we 
had this really big vision for it. We weren’t really sure what we were doing with 
it in the beginning, but we did our best because sometimes one of the biggest 
lessons that I’ve learned over the past five years is it doesn’t have to be perfect. 
You just have to get it out there and you can refine as you go. 

I remember when we were launching Flourish and Thrive Academy, not 
Flourish and Thrive Academy, but the Diamond Insiders, is that a really 
interesting phenomenon happened. In fact, it was a time in the business when it 
was one of the first times when I thought I’m not sure if I can handle this. Maybe 
I want to throw in the towel here, because it was stressful. We were getting a lot 
of pushback from people in the community. This is not something that we really 
talk about publically, but we had some people leave that were really prominent 
figures in the community, who took their idea and started their own thing. We’ll 
leave it at that. We’re not going to talk about it. We’ve had a couple people do 
that over the course of five years.  

We’ve seen a couple of our members come and take our idea, start their own 
thing, which was devastating for us because we felt in a way a little bit betrayed. 
I’m like, is this really worth it if we’re putting all this out there and then people 
are just going to try and do their own thing. Then I realized we’re the only ones 
of us. There’s no other Tracy and there’s no other Robin. Competition is a good 
thing.  

Robin: Yeah, and our passion really remains with helping the designer. Really, that’s 
why we’re here. 

Tracy: I say competition is a good thing because when this whole occurrence 
happened, I think that was probably about two years ago, when we were 
starting this idea of developing Diamond Insiders and moving forward with it 
and what that meant and the kind of support that we were going to create is 
tumultuous. People were saying really mean things about us. All of this had 
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come from such a pure hearted place because we are really here to help and to 
serve.  

When this happened, I feel like this is a really good lesson for anyone in 
business because it’s hard. You’re going to sometimes have people who don’t 
like you. You’re going to sometimes have people who were your biggest fans at 
one point, and tell you that you were the most amazing ever and then basically 
betray you, leave, tell you you’re awful, tell you that you’re running your 
community because of XY and Z or running your business because of XY and Z, 
because people don’t like change. Change is uncomfortable. It forces people 
to—it brings up a lot of resistance for people. What we have to remember is that 
in order to grow as human beings and in order to grow as business owners, 
[24:00] that we need to be constantly pushing ourselves to be better.  

I knew, on a gut level, on an intuitive level, that in order to serve our community 
the best we had to make a change in the way we were running the business. 
Because if someone missed a window to get into one of our courses, there was 
no way that they could access to us in the in between time. If someone was 
really like, well I’ve kind of done foundational work, but I would like ongoing 
support to get feedback on copy or collection development or other things that 
are going on. Even higher level things like Facebook ads, and understand what 
the next were. We couldn’t really bring in experts that we had to pay for, if it 
wasn’t something that was in the right platform or model. 

That was a really tough time because we were really uncertain about the future 
of the company. We were uncertain about whether or not we should keep this 
going. I know Robin and I—do you want to share any of your insights, because I 
know Robin and I talked many times about our roles in the business and what 
was going to happen with that. 

Robin: That’s changed a lot. Like with any business, you have to find what you’re 
passionate about and what lights you up and finding what’s going to be best not 
only for yourself, but also for the community. 

Tracy: In that transition of listening, because I feel like this is where a lot of this comes 
from, is listening to your customers and your people, the answers are there. It’s 
just about clearing the clutter to hear what they’re actually saying. What we 
heard is that people wanted our support. What we know, just from running 
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businesses, is that people, when they get something for free, they don’t take it 
seriously. 

Robin: Absolutely.  

Tracy: So they don’t really get results. I’ve heard so many people talk about this 
phenomenon. We have a free Facebook Group for Flourish and Thrive Academy 
called The Jewelry Business Incubator. It’s a great group. It’s peer driven. Lots of 
great designers in there, but it’s a totally different vibe than our mastermind 
group or our Diamond Insiders because people are really serious about— 

Robin: Moving forward. 

Tracy: Moving forward and getting serious feedback on their business. So, the types of 
questions are different. The way the questions are asked are different. The 
engagement is different. So, we knew, we proved it, but it was a huge process for 
us because there was a time—Robin really love approaching business in a 
certain way. I love approaching business in a certain way. In a certain time in 
Flourish and Thrive history, we were the people doing everything, but we both 
have strengths and we both have weaknesses that were showing up really being 
highlighted as the business started to grow. It was hard for us to change. 

At one point I’m like, Robin, she loves the one-on-one with the mastermind and 
doing a lot of one-on-one coaching. I was spending the same amount of time as 
she was [27:00] with one-on-one coaching. What I really loved, and I feel like 
what I really shine at, is more of the group piece. I’ve known this for a long time 
because when I used to teach yoga I didn’t really like teaching privates. I did it 
because it was good for the money, but what I really loved doing I only got paid 
about half than what I would for a private lesson. I loved the group classes that 
were packed.  

I enjoy a group setting. Robin really loves one-on-one, and so we went through 
this personal transition. Will we continue to work together? Are we going to 
have the same offering? What’s going to happen? We don’t really share this 
publically, but I think it’s important to know that we stuck through some really 
hard conversations, some really hard times as cofounders of this company 
because we were so passionate about you guys and really giving the best 
support. Do you want to talk a little bit about your experience with that? 
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Robin: It’s always hard. You want to do everything. I so relate when designers say, I 

want to please everyone, because you do. I feel that way too, but at some point 
you have to step back and take a look at, as Tracy said, what do you shine at. 
What really lights you up, and what is going to, not only feel good to you, but 
also be really well received. Really being able to take a look at what we both like 
to do, but what we’re both really good at and bring in some other people to help 
us, because we knew we didn’t want—When everything came to play we really 
knew that we wanted to stay and help you guys. You all are why we’re here and 
why we keep continuing to do this is because we feel so passionate about 
helping the jewelry designer.  

Tracy: We do feel really passionate about helping jewelry designers. With that being 
said, I feel like we started this business as a labor of love and I’ve grown it into 
this amazing platform that has really grown beyond just Robin and myself. We 
now have coaches who work. We have mentors in our Diamond Insiders. We 
hire graduates to become coaches in our Diamond Insiders, which is really cool. 
I never thought that I would be doing that. I just thought it would be us running 
the company. We now have seven plus teammates, an amazing management 
team. Abby and Ari are just awesome.  

If you’re in our communities, you know Jess who is our community manager 
who is also a jewelry designer. She hadn’t even heard about Flourish and Thrive 
Academy until she actually applied for the job, because she loves community 
management. It’s funny because she was like, wow, this has been so eye 
opening. I didn’t even realize that there was a resource like this out there, which 
is super cool.  

As we evolved as a company, so much has changed, which is so crazy. I think the 
first thing that’s changed is really the way we approach listening to you as a 
designer in our community. In the beginning, I was approaching it through my 
lens. What did I want? What was the language that I use to approach business? 
Then we realized, wow there’s so many. I had no idea. [30:00] I’ve been in the 
jewelry industry for 20 years, but there’s so many kinds of jewelry designers 
and makers out there.  

Robin: There’s so many. I mean we should just do a whole list some day.  

Tracy: Well there are. There people who consider themselves jewelry artists. There’s 
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people who consider themselves fine jewelers. People who consider themselves 
jewelers. People who consider themselves makers. People who consider 
themselves designers.  

Robin: Then you get more niche, right. 

Tracy: It runs the gamut. People who focus only on Etsy. People who focus on building 
a brand online, the designers who actually wholesale their product. There’s just 
so many ways that you can actually grow a jewelry business. It’s not just one 
way, which is really cool. I think originally I approached this really through a 
lens. I think one of the biggest insights in growth opportunities for Flourish and 
Thrive is to really hear about you guys wanted. So I thought that was a really fun 
process, because over the last three or four years we’ve really had a strong 
focus on surveying our community, asking questions, getting feedback. Literally, 
diligently reading your comments to hear how you’re saying it, what you’re 
saying so that we can address those things that you are really struggling with in 
business, and help you get over those business milestones and business humps. 

I think the most impressive things is to watch you guys pick up and blow it out 
of the water. So I wanted to highlight some really amazing success stories that 
we’ve had here with Flourish and Thrive. I’m going to let Robin take this over. 

Robin: Oh my gosh, there’s so many. What comes to mind, as we mentioned a little bit 
earlier, was Colleen Mauer, who was not only in our first class, but our first 
mastermind and how she’s transitioned her business from being strictly retail, 
direct to consumer, to having a thriving wholesale business. That’s what she 
wanted. I love that also Samantha Louise Larkins, who is a fine jewelry designer, 
opened a store last year. She was part of our mastermind last year, and she 
opened a store. Unbelievable, the store exceeded her sales goals within the last, 
I think, or I mean in the first two months. It has exceeded her expectations. 
Seeing her just flourish that way was incredible.  

Tracy: So, incredible Robin. I totally agree with you. One person that comes to mind is 
my friend Jenn Ciraulo Massey, now of Blooming Lotus Jewelry. When I met her 
she was—we met on Twitter actually. It’s a long story. I’m not going to get into 
the back story, but this was before we had started Flourish and Thrive. She was 
in the market for a piece of jewelry, reaching out to me. She also had a jewelry 
brand. She did mostly yoga inspired jewelry, and she was working full time as 
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an occupational therapist.  

Long story short, we were both super into yoga. I was teaching yoga and she 
was practicing and making (32.47 unclear) jewelry, and doing it on the side. 
She’s making $2,000 a month doing it on nights and weekends, just extra 
money. We decided to go on this Bali trip together, and we shared a room. We 
ended up talking a lot about business, and [33:00] I was giving her just 
unsolicited advice. She didn’t ask for the advice. I was just giving it to her, which 
is totally true. You know me, I do it all the time. 

I’m like, what are you doing. You should be quitting your job and doing this full 
time. She was really nervous because she had come from a family that was very 
traditional in the sense of you get a job, you move up the ladder, and you stay in 
something that’s very steady. Instead, she just day by day, she’s like okay, I’m 
going to cut down to four days a week and then three days a week, and then she 
was working two days a week. I think at one point she had cut down to one day 
a week. I’m like, what are you doing? Why are you still working in another job? 

It’s just been wonderful to watch her business grow because she went from 
literally doing this part time to now having serious full time income, for many 
years, launching several successful websites, having a great relationship with 
people in the yoga community and growing it. I think for a lot of our designers 
one of the huge grow things is like they’re really good at sales and getting the 
word out there in the word out there in the marketing piece, but looking at that 
business stuff has been life changing for them.  

Robin: Oh my gosh, it’s been incredible. I want to add too that Jenn actually just moved 
into a new studio, and she’s looking at hiring somebody. It’s just been incredible.  

Tracy: Yeah, it’s been awesome to watch. Let’s talk about Carina. 

Robin: Carina, love Carina’s story. Also, she left the corporate world. 

Tracy: She got laid off from her job. 

Robin: I know. 

Tracy: She signed up for our mastermind. I really want to make this a go and then two 
months in she got laid off from her job.  
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Robin: Which was terrifying to her, but I got to tell you, she jumped and she has a 

thriving business now with Waffles and Honey. She’s really taking lemons and 
making lemonade. She definitely did that. 

Tracy: Yeah when I asked her, I’m like, what are you going to do. Because, we’re always 
there to support people in our mastermind. I was nervous that it was going to 
divert her attention when she lost her job because I just assumed she would be 
looking for another job. Don’t ask me why. I wanted to encourage her to do it 
full time. She’s like, I think I’m just going to do my business full time. I was like, 
oh my gosh. The most awesome thing, I’ve told this story many times on 
podcasts before, is that the first month doing it full time she sold $25,000, which 
I think is amazing.  

She is one of the people that use as an example of a really wonderful website 
setup, all the time, because her website is so clean and simple. It’s really easy to 
understand. It’s easy to understand about where to go next. I love what she’s 
done with her branding and everything else like that. She does just an awesome 
job. 

Robin: She does. I also want to mention Janette Cookson Walker.  

Tracy: I’m like, where did the Wilson come from. 

Robin: Janette is amazing. Janette went from having her own gallery store and still 
making her work to actually going out on her own. She closed the store. It’s 
been incredible. Recently she said to me, her work is selling really well in 
galleries and she hasn’t made any efforts to land any more wholesale outlets 
[36:00] because she’s so busy. She’s doing a lot of custom work and she’s like, 
it’s just so strong. It’s really flowing and really easy. 

Tracy: Yeah, and she went through a really amazing transition last year, when she was 
part of our mastermind, deciding to close her store and launching into a new 
direction. That girl has done such a great job pulling herself together, creating 
systems for her business and creating workflows that actually work so that she 
can bring on assistants and grow her business and actually do wholesale 
because that was a dream that she wanted to do. She wanted to stop doing her 
retail store.  

Robin: I just have so many stories, Tracy. I also want to mention just a few more. 
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Allison Alise of Soku, they came in. They’re very business savvy women, and 
they came in and they had all this great business knowledge, but they were 
missing some guidance. What I love is that their business is thriving right now. 
They grew about 50 percent in just the first six months that they were in the 
mastermind with us. They have really taken off. Not only did they grow just 
sales-wise, but margin-wise. After looking at their pricing, they realized they 
weren’t pricing and they weren’t  paying themselves. That was a big aha for 
them. So lots of good things happening there.  

I want to mention Debbie Love, who is in our Diamond Insiders, she was in six 
wholesale accounts and all of a sudden she just got an order for 60 wholesale 
accounts.  

Tracy: She said this in the group, because of the advice that Robin gave her. 

Robin: Well I’m very excited for her. Stories like that, that’s why Tracy and I have big 
smiles on our faces.  

Tracy: This is what makes us want to keep doing Flourish and Thrive and being here to 
support you guys is to see you guys getting these incredible results. Whether it 
be on your own, whether it be by taking our courses, whether it be being a part 
of our Diamond Insiders community, which is just amazing. The level of support 
in there is so amazing for such a reasonable, affordable, monthly investment. 
For those who are really wanting to take it up a notch and join our mastermind 
and get the support of our mastermind coaches.  

We’ve just seen such growth in so many levels, depending on where you were. 
This is really about—I think one of the things that’s in common with all these 
designers that we mentioned. We wanted to celebrate you guys because we 
know that having a business is tough, putting yourself out there is tough, 
continuing to put one foot in front of the next is tough when you feel like things 
are getting torpedoed at you at all times. It takes resilience to build a business. It 
takes integrity and a passion and a desire to make things go forward.  

We really want to commend those people who have really walked through the 
fire and stuck with it, even when times were touch, because it’s never going to 
always be easy floating. The more you practice on staying in that mode of 
celebration and being excited and celebrating your wins, and that’s why we 
wanted to celebrate some of these, because we have so many other designers 
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who have wins. I really encourage you, wherever you’re listening today, if 
you’re on our podcast blog post over at [39:00] Episode 100 on the Flourish 
and Thrive Academy website, or you’re somewhere else that you share your 
business wins with us in the comments. Because we really want to hear this.  

We want to hear the results that you’ve had, either being supported by a 
community of peers or being supported by even our free content, because this 
really helps us understand what’s working for you and what’s helping you and 
that’s why we’re here is to really support. This is a little bit of an unconventional 
episode today, but we wanted to really come on and tell you a little bit more 
about our journey and why we’re so passionate and why we wake up every day 
and show up to work. None of this would be possible.  

I meant to mention this earlier. None of this would be possible without our 
awesome team. I briefly mentioned it earlier before, but we really have an 
amazing  support system behind the scenes at Flourish and Thrive, including 
our business manager Abby, including Arial, our project manager, including 
Jessica our community manager, including Rebecca, who helps me with content 
and bringing my ideas to life, I guess is the best way to put it. Helping me with 
email content and all that stuff. There are so many like our team of writers, 
Hillary and Sarah. Who else? 

Robin: Joseph. 

Tracy: Joseph, our video editor and Sharon, who is our social media master. She’s been 
with us for many years. It really takes a village, it takes a community for us to 
bring this to you guys. We do have a lot of support behind the scenes. It takes a 
village for you. Don’t discount that community aspect because doing it alone in 
most cases is never going to be the best way. Having that support, investing in 
yourself, being accountable and celebrating those wins because you work really 
hard for this. You should really celebrate it. 

That was good. Happy Birthday Robin. 

Robin: Happy Birthday Tracy.  

Tracy: Happy Birthday Flourish and Thrive. Five and five. With that being said, we have 
a really amazing resource for you. I’m not going to spill the beans because it 
doesn’t come out until tomorrow, if you’re listening to this on July 4th. Over at 
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our podcast episode www.flourishthriveacademy.com/episode100, hint, it’s 
going to be a resource all about sales.  

Robin: We love that. 

Tracy: So, get excited, head on over there. We’re going to have instructions for how you 
can grab this amazing resource that’s going to really help you amplify your 
sales. Make sure that you check it out because it’s going to help you. Like getting 
investors, we want you to dive right in, grab it, get the support, increase your 
sales, increase your profitability and keep growing your business.  

We also mentioned a bunch of things in today’s episode. So we’re going to link 
everything that we talked about in the show notes over there. Once again, you 
can head on over www.flourishthriveacademy.com/episode100. Wow.  

Robin: High five. 

Tracy: High five. You guys, thank you so much for listening to the episode today. Make 
sure that you check out our sponsor and if you like what you’re hearing today, 
we would love for you to share this with other people. So make sure you share 
the episode with your jewelry industry friends, anyone who could use support 
and a little uplifting. Maybe people who are feeling like the struggle is real and 
they’re having difficulty getting over a hump because we want to share and tell 
you that whatever it is that you dream about is possible, just like some of the 
designers that we mentioned here in today’s episode. Thanks for listening today 
and have a nice one. 

Robin: Bye everyone, thank you. Happy Birthday Flourish and Thrive.  
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